ITEM 632 – SIGNALIZATION MISC.: VIDEO DETECTION SYSTEM, AS PER PLAN

The video detection system shall be an Autoscope Solo/Pro video detection system as manufactured by Econolite Control Products, Inc., 3360 E. La Palma, Anaheim, California, 92806-2856 (1-714-630-3700) and shall incorporate or be furnished with all design features, auxiliary equipment, and accessories as required.

The video detection system shall provide and install in each cabinet an access point (ATAP) detector port providing 24 contact closure outputs, 16 contact closure inputs, 632 potential inputs, 5 vehicle classifications either by phase or programmed timed intervals, and provide and install in each cabinet an interface panel (ATIP) that supports and provides extension arm and camera junction box as per color and type provided under specification for all decorative traffic signal supports.

The video detection system shall incorporate or be furnished with 3 wire branch cable connections to each sensor. The panel shall support and provide MPEG4 streaming video output.
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